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Abstract 

 

Feed horn arrays realized through platelet fabrication techniques represent a low cost, 

low risk approach to mass producing corrugated feed horns that maintain the superior 

performance of their electroformed equivalents.  A brief review of the various approaches to 

fabricating these arrays is provided and their technical maturity is considered in comparison to 

their electroformed equivalents.  The advantages and disadvantages of using corrugated platelet 

feedhorns is provided, and an assessment of this approach’s technology readiness level is 

established for its use with both modular coherent receiver systems as well as planar, bolometric 

arrays. 

 
1. Introduction 

 

Millimeter and submillimeter wave imaging systems for radio astronomy and remote 

sensing require high efficiency coupling structures. The use of such antenna elements in the 

design of focal plane arrays enables reductions in observing time and improvements in 

calibration accuracy, while maintaining desirable imaging properties. The realization of such 

low-loss transitions from free-space to the sensor requires a conversion in the impedance level 

and electromagnetic symmetry while achieving the radiometer’s desired angular (illumination), 

polarization, and frequency selectivity and maintaining an appropriate environment for optimal 

detector performance. The realization of such antenna elements in large focal plane arrays can 

potentially enable reductions in observing time and improvements in calibration accuracy while 

maintaining desirable imaging properties. 

The conical corrugated horn is well known for its symmetrical Gaussian beam, low-side 

lobes, and cross polarization (Clarricoats and Olver, 1984). These properties are typically 

achieved by transitioning from the dominant TE11 mode in circular guide to the HE11 hybrid 

mode in the corrugated feed structure. The transition or mode converter region is realized by a 

transition from half-wavelength slots in the wall (low surface impedance) to approximately 

quarter-wavelength slots (high surface impedance) in the throat region where only the HE11 

hybrid mode can propagate. To produce the desired surface impedance a slot period less than 

quarter-wavelength is required over the operational band. From this point, the guide is 

adiabatically expanded in a flare to define the desired feed aperture and beam.  

Corrugated feedhorns have been the mainstay of optical coupling in cosmic microwave 

background (CMB) experiments.  In particular, all of the experiments that have published 

detections of CMB polarization have used corrugated feed horns.  These include DASI (Leitch et 

al., 2002), CBI (Padin et al., 2002), CAPMAP (Barkats et al., 2005), WMAP (Barnes et al., 

2002), Boomerang (Jones et al., 2003), and QUAD (Hinderks et al., 2008).  These experiments 

and their results provide ample evidence that a properly designed corrugated feedhorn can meet 

the stringent systematic control associated with characterization of the CMB.   Each of these 
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experiments employed conventional techniques (either electroformed horns or directly machined 

horns) to fabricate individual feed horns that were then combined into arrays – none of which 

exceeded 50 elements.  A difficulty with this approach arises when several hundred or a 

thousand elements is required as will likely be the case for a future CMBPol mission.  In this 

case conventional machining techniques become impractical and/or very expensive. 

 

2. Technical Description 

 

A low cost alternative makes use of mass production to generate a pattern of holes on a 

large number of thin platelets that are subsequently bonded together to form a platelet array of 

corrugated feed horns. At centimeter to millimeter wavelengths this can be realized by direct 

machining bulk or sheets of material. In the submillimeter, chemical milling of the raw material 

is compatible with achieving the desired tolerances.  

 

2.1 Design Features 

 

The need for large numbers of corrugated feed horns was foreseen by Haas et al., 1993 

who were the first to develop platelet arrays of corrugated feedhorns for remote sensing 

applications.  These arrays consisted of ~100 thin sheets of zirconium copper with identical 

patterns of slightly different diameter holes etched into the plates.  When these were diffusion 

bonded together, they formed a platelet array of corrugated feed horns.  Recent variants on this 

approach have used different fabrication techniques (see below), but the overall design features 

have not changed drastically.  In particular, the platelet array provides a flexible approach 

incorporating pocketing that can be used for either fluid cooling (important for Haas et al.), light 

weighting, or to resolve complex interface issues as described in Gundersen et al., 2008.  In 

addition, profiled corrugated feed horns such as those deployed in DASI can easily be 

implemented.   

The largest departure from the Haas et al. fabrication approach has been implemented by 

Gundersen et al., 2008 who use a combination of thin platelets (each with a machined tooth and 

groove at the position of each horn hole) and series of thick plates each with 9-to-18 machined 

corrugations at the position of each horn hole.  This design resulted in a significant reduction in 

setup time during machining, it minimized machining errors associated with the setup process, it 

significantly reduced the part count, and it eased the precision alignment and assembly process.  

Many of the design features that have been incorporated into platelet array assemblies are 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

2.2 Fabrication Techniques 
 

There are a number of techniques that have been employed to fabricate platelet arrays.  These 

techniques use different materials, different material removal methods and different bonding 

techniques. As noted above, Haas et al., 1993 were the first to fabricate diffusion bonded platelet 

feed horn arrays for remote sensing.  Their first 9-element, W-band platelet array used sheets of 

zirconium copper with a pattern of holes that were chemically etched.  Later versions (Haas et 

al., 1994) used 5052 aluminum and moved to higher frequencies.  An earlier technique used dip 

brazing to connect platelets into a single corrugated feed horn assembly (Dumas 1983).  More 

recently, Wollack and Moseley (2003) with further detail in Benford et al., 2003, have developed 
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a 1020 element platelet array for submillimeter work using etched copper platelets.  Two types of 

assemblies were fabricated in this case; one using a stack of platelets with ~1 micron of polymer 

between the layer and the other used diffusion welding to bond the platelets.  Both performed 

well electrically while the latter approach is considered more robust for cryogenic use.  Another 

recent development is reported in Kangaas et al., 2005 who aimed to minimize costs in their 

development of a 31-element, 100 GHz array using a bolted/unbonded structure consisting of 

machined brass platelets.  Most recently, Gundersen et al. 2008, have produced a 19-element 

array at Q-band (40 GHz) and a 91-element array at W-band (90 GHz) for use on the CMB 

polarization experiment named the Q/U Imaging Experiment (QUIET).  These arrays are 

fabricated out of 6061-T6 aluminum and consist of both thick plates and thin platelets that are 

bonded using the process of transient liquid phase diffusion bonding (see Figure 1).  
  

 
Figure 1.  The left hand figure shows the 91-element W-band array that has been developed for QUIET as it 

was undergoing return loss measurements.  The dimensions of the 20 kg array are given in the middle and 

right hand figures.  The right hand figure shows that the platelet array consists of 5 thick plates each with 18 

corrugations per horn hole, 13 platelets each consisting of a tooth and a groove, and a baseplate.  The right 

hand figure also shows how the access holes open to light weighted pockets through the bulk of the structure. 

 

 The above approaches are by no means exhaustive.  A summary of a variety of other 

fabrication examples is given in Table 1; however, a thorough comparison of these other 

approaches is beyond the scope of this paper.  In regards to platelet arrays, there is room for 

improvements in fabrication techniques on a number of fronts.  In particular, at higher 

frequencies where the feed volume is small and the required precision is high, platelets could be 

micromachined from silicon to enable easier coupling to arrays of bolometric detectors. At lower 

frequencies where the total required material volume to define the structure is large, fabrication 

from lower density materials such as magnesium or a beryllium-aluminum alloy in order to 

reduce the array mass.  Each of these would require new developments in the area of bonding the 

platelets together.  New material removal approaches such as laser assisted chemical machining 

and plunge electric discharge machining could potentially provide a higher quality, lower cost 

approach.    
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Fabrication  Freq Emission Array Thermal 

Technique Construction [GHz]   Stability 
            

Direct 
Machining Single Metal Block <100 Uniform - good 

 Plunge EDM (low f/) <300 High NxN good 

 Split Metal Block <1000 Pol 1xN ok 
Negative 
Processing Metal Casting <30 High - good 

 Rosin Split Block / Vapor Deposit Metal <300 Pol - poor 

 Metal Electroform <1000 Uniform - good 

 Silicon Split Block / Vapor Deposit (Walker 1997) <1000 Pol 1xN ok 
            

Stacked 
Washers Isolated Epoxy Bond (Staggs 1996) <3 Pol - poor 

 Eutectic Solder Bond (Bersanelli 1992) <10 Pol - good 

 Thermal Contraction Joint <30 Pol - N/A 

 Plated Carbon Fiber Composite (Kogut 2001) <30 Pol - ok 

 Aluminum Dip Braze Bond (Dumas 1983) <100 Uniform - ok 

 Electroformed Bond (Dragone 1976) <100 High - good 

 Laminated Etched Platelets  <300 Uniform NxN ok 

 Diffusion Bond Platelets (Haas 1993) <1000 Uniform NxN good 
            

Other 
Hybrids… Electroform Throat / Machine Flare (Erickson 1992) <300 Uniform - good 
            

Table 1.  A summary of a number of feed horn fabrication techniques. 

 

3. Technical Maturity of Platelet Arrays 

 

One measure of the technical maturity of platelet arrays is to compare their performance 

against theoretical models and/or electroformed versions of the platelet array feed horns.  Most 

of the papers above that describe platelet feed horn array fabrication also summarize their 

observed performance characteristics.  The quantities typically measured and reported include 

return loss, co- and cross-polar beam patterns and insertion loss. 

 

Return loss is typically measured by connecting one port of a vector network analyzer to 

a horn with a circular to rectangular waveguide transition and then recording the S11 parameter 

while the horn is terminated by a piece of microwave absorber.  Given this measurement 

approach the transition between the waveguide and the feed throat dominates the result. Return 

loss measurements are particularly sensitive to machining errors (e.g. Barnes et al., 2002) and 

imperfect bonding or flanging which can be manifested as resonances (i.e., ‘suck outs’) in the 

return loss spectrum. Return loss values of 30 dB can be designed into corrugated feed horns 

over >25% bandwidths and realized in electroformed versions.  Return loss measurements of 
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platelet feed systems are typically close to but not identical to their electroformed counterparts.  

As an example, Figure 2 shows return loss values closer to 25 dB were observed in the lower 

third of the QUIET detector module’s band (88-93 GHz), while from 93-103 GHz, the return 

loss was greater than 30 dB (see Figure 2).  Even the 25 dB return loss is an acceptable level 

given that the septum polarizer used for QUIET’s polarization diplexing is expected to dominate 

the return loss.  Perhaps just as important, and not something that has been consistently reported 

in previous publications is that the return loss was very repeatable (typically +/- 1 dB for return 

losses <30 dB) from horn to horn for both the 19-element Q-band array and the 91 element W-

band array. 
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Figure 2.  Return loss measurements from one of the horns in the QUIET 91-element W-band array is 

compared to an electroformed equivalent of the horn. 

 

Beam pattern measurements are another diagnostic used to evaluate the performance of 

platelet arrays.  All papers that have reported on platelet arrays have also reported some subset of 

E- and H- plane, co- and cross-polar beam measurements and compared them to either 

theoretical predictions and/or electroformed equivalents.  The results are generally encouraging, 

although, as with the return loss measurements, there are cases where there are some noticeable 

deviations between the measured platelet response and the theoretical prediction or the 

electroformed equivalent.  The pathologies associated with the platelet arrays that would give 

rise to these deviations have not been fully investigated, though in most cases the deviations are 

small enough so as not to cause significant deleterious effects.   
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Figure 3.  Co-polar and Cross-polar beam patterns in both E and H planes for one horn in the QUIET 19-

element Q-band array are compared to measurements of an electroformed equivalent horn as well as to 

theoretical predictions.  Theoretical predictions of the cross-polar levels were <-40 dB and are not shown.  

The cross-polar pattern of the electroformed horn’s E plane was also <-40 dB and is not shown.  

 

It suffices to say the theoretical predictions of corrugated feed horn’s beam patterns and 

return loss are extremely mature.  One example is the software CCORHRN from YRS 

Associates which was used to design both the WMAP and QUIET feeds and has been 

experimentally verified down to the -80 dB level (Barnes et al., 2002).  This agreement is 

possible due to the high degree of axial symmetry present in the structure studied. Finite element 

codes have been used to study the influence of a systematic reduction in axial symmetry and 

have found that the desired response is tolerant to adiabatic errors in the layup of the structure at 

level relevant to this application. Thus, in principle these pathologies could be investigated at a 

greater detail if necessitated by other design considerations.  A measurement of particular 

relevance to CMB polarization experiments is the cross-polar response of the feedhorns, and this 

is typically under reported in the above references. For an axially symmetric feed structure the 

cross-pol is a measure of asymmetry between the E- and H-plane angular responses. In the limit 

other modes are present; this simple interpretation can break down thus requiring knowledge or 

measurement.   

Measured examples of beam pattern measurements from one of the horns on the QUIET 

19-element Q-band array are shown in Figure 3.  These illustrate that the co-polar beams match 

the theoretical predictions as well as the electroformed measurements very well down to the 30 

dB level.  The peak cross polar levels are predicted to be <-40 dB, while typical peak measured 

levels are in the -30 to -40 dB regime. 

 Insertion loss measurements are often difficult to perform because, for well manufactured 

horns with high electrical conductivity, the insertion loss would only manifest itself as a 

reduction in transmission efficiency (i.e., increase in system temperature).  For applications at 

hand the influence of the insertion loss is expected to be subdominant compared to other 

potential sources of in-band emission.  In cases where there is incomplete diffusion bonding, or 

as in the case of Kangaas et al., 2005 where there is no bonding at all, increased insertion loss at 

cryogenic temperatures might be experienced due to the presence of gaps if insufficient platelet 

layer compression is realized.  Crude measurements were performed at room temperature on the 
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QUIET arrays by shorting the horn apertures with a metal plate during the room temperature 

return loss measurements, and typical values of <0.1 dB were observed.  Further reductions 

would be anticipated upon cooling the feed array structure. Characterization of copper platelet 

waveguide sections at room and cryogenic temperatures indicate that loss within a factor of two 

of theoretical is achievable at millimeter wavelengths (Wollack and Moseley). 

In addition to the performance milestones discussed above, it is useful to establish the 

platelet array’s stage of technology development.  Up until very recently, all platelet arrays 

mentioned above were prototypes that were tested in the lab to various levels.  Just recently 

(7/08) the first platelet array has moved out of the lab and into the field to begin taking data as 

part of the QUIET 19-element Q-band array.  This has just been deployed to the Chajnantor 

Observatory on the Atacama plateau in Chile, and the 91-element W-band array will follow in 

early 2009. 
 

4. Benefits and Disadvantages of Platelet Arrays 

 

4.1. Benefits 

 

1) Platelet arrays of corrugated feeds use a well established machining/fabrication processes for 

metallic structures which are compatible with reliable cryogenic end use. 

 

2) Platelet arrays of corrugated feeds represent a viable technological path toward large number 

of detector elements in a focal plane. 

 

3) Platelet arrays of corrugated feeds provide a well controlled and repeatable illumination 

pattern that enables desired return loss, beam shape, spill, and instrument polarization response. 

 

4) Platelet arrays of corrugated feeds are compatible with high performance polarization 

diplexing and microstrip based filtering approaches and in addition they allow natural separation 

of IR and millimeter wave filtering needs. 

 

5) The theoretical predictions of platelet array performance are very mature. 

 

4.2. Disadvantages 

 

1) Relatively high metal mass/volume used in convention approach required lightening to 

produce more optimal component for space borne application  

 

2) The simplest platelet array realization requires a flat focal surface. As in all antenna 

illumination approaches, the f/ and number of optimally performing detectors pixels are coupled 

in specification of the design. The necessary system sensitivity may push one toward a 

configuration with multiple optical assemblies in order to achieve the required number of pixels 

on the sky with the desired angular resolution. 

 

3) The detector coupling structures are waveguide based.  As a result, the packaging requirement 

can be more demanding than planar array based approaches 
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4) Depending upon system implementation, quasi-optical IR blocking filters may be required 

after feed illumination definition in order to achieve the desired thermal environment for the 

detector. 
 

5. Technological Readiness Level (TRL) 

 
The technical readiness of platelet feed array structures when used in conjunction with cryogenic 

coherent receiver systems is at level five or higher. For bolometric imaging systems the interface 

between the platelet array and the detector forces one to assign a lower level of readiness for the 

technology. Laboratory efforts in this area are underway and a TRL of ~3-to-4 is estimated for 

the approach at the present time. The resources required to push this technology to TRL five for 

this case will be dominated by detector and system level costs associated with fielding 

instruments which utilize and validate this technology. 
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